lose, especially as all they own is on their backs or in their ship’s cargo holds. But while some of the greybeards are
deeply worried about the future, others are looking for new opportunities for themselves and their people today.
Few of the Solomani migrants have left their homeworld before this adventure, or seen an alien in the flesh.

Family & Clan
One thing is crucial to note: the Imperials involved in this adventure are basically a Clan-based culture: their noble
titles are secondary to the importance of the family name, and the desire to protect and preserve it. The Solomani
migrants, in contrast, believe in the nuclear family: otherwise, they would have stayed at their ancestral lands and
111
their old family holdings.
There is a good reason for the historical success of the nuclear families and the stagnation and decay of clannish
societies. The nuclear family is oriented toward the future; the extended family is oriented toward the past.
When the family is defined as only a man and a woman and their underage children, the purpose of the family
and the whole life of the family is naturally focused on bringing up these children and making them independent
of their parents so that some day they fulfill Genesis 2:23-24:
The man said, “This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman,
because she was taken out of Man.” For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother,
and be joined to his wife; and they shall become one flesh.
The extended family, on the other hand, by trying to stay together, is bound to only conserve the past. In fact,
that was the motive of all clannish societies: extended families stayed together only because change was
demonic, dangerous, and the future held all kinds of unspeakable horrors for man. The motive of preserving the
past was dominant in all pagan societies; the future had to be fended off by any means. The idea of progress
originated with Christianity; pagans had no such idea. And preserving the past was possible only by making
everyone stay back home with their family; and, naturally, when the clan failed to preserve the past and to stop
history, the state was charged with this role, and the Emperor/King proclaimed to be the Father of a greater clan,
the state. The official reason of the Empire to persecute the early Christians was that they “had abandoned the
beliefs of their own ancestors.” When a young man’s main concern is how to please his ancestors and find a fixed
reference point in his extended family, the result is inevitably idolatry of the past, and neglect of the future. The
patriarchal society is by nature and essence a stagnant society. Israel Wayne’s family/folk culture has been
defeated in our modern times exactly because by its very nature, it is powerless to foresee or prepare for the
future. It will die out naturally because it is not a Biblical culture.
– Bojidar Marinov for this insight, from “Christian Culture vs. Clan Culture”,
http://www.christendomrestored.com/blog/2012/11/christian-culture-vs-clan-culture/

Dominion Mandate, see Rushdoony, “The Royal Virtue and the Family”, in Law & Society: The Institutes of
Biblical Law, Vol.2
110
Well, they don’t have to. My favorite tale from the Roman Empire concerns an African who convinced his
tribe to follow him to the Roman lands of prosperity… where, upon arrival, he promptly sold them into slavery.
Any resemblance to current Black American leadership is not coincidental in the slightest.
111
This clannish mentality – deeply influential among the time-locked Vilani & Zhodani, and still common (if
declining) among the Solomani – may well be the reason for the stagnation of Imperial territory and
population, in the post Imperial Civil War era. Another possibility is the shift of the Ruling Dynasties from
economic growth to military might, from wealth-generating corporate-based families to (a single) wealthconsuming naval-based family.
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As humaniti expands across the stars, they change all they touch: sometimes for the better, sometimes not.
This graphic is titled “Pylons to Fierra” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Pylons-to-Fierra-542920554
The immigrants, brought in at great expense, are thankful for bringing brought to freedom, and the first generation
is likely to feel both obligation and loyalty to House Popa. But their descendants will not be bound so tightly: they
may well chafe under the rule of the family elders, and start moving elsewhere, across the world of Kapakoo and
even off-world. Some will hold to Protestant flavours of Christianity (and often some form of Darwinism, cloaked
with Christian verbiage or not, typically with a humanist slant). This is in contrast to the Family Elders taste for
Eastern Orthodoxy (and perhaps, an implicit form of Vilani Ritualism, Ancestor Worship, or even Veneration of the
112
Emperor). And yes, some of the new immigrants will go all-in with their long-lost cousins, heart and soul.
After the immigrants have gained their footing, there is going to be some serious family strife. Yet the Archon and
the Elders need the additional family members – and the new ideas they bring, the new wealth they generate, and
the new children they bring forth – to strengthen their clan against the enemies of the House: mainly, resentful
former family members themselves.

112

st

“Christianity Plus” the blight of the Faith since at least the Judaizers & the Gnostics of the 1 Century.
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On Kapakoo, the Desert Blimps – a.k.a. “Desert Whales” or “Sand Whales” – have replaced the skiff as the
preferred form of transport. The plentiful planetary supply of helium makes such craft far cheaper than
expensive, off-world grav modules, allowing all Kapak families, from working-class to local aristocrats,
to enjoy a bit of casual blimping when they can find the time.
This graphic is titled “Nomad Desert Blimp” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Nomad-Desert-Blimp-355318877

Joining The House
Membership in House Popa is reserved for those who can 1) prove patrilineal descent from the distant ancestor
Mircea Popa, 2) comply with the Laws of the House, and 3) are formally brought into the House.
Patrilineal descent can be proven genetically, and there are an estimated 80 million humans, mainly within Verge
Sector, who can meet the first requirement: many bear the family name, as well. Of this, perhaps 50,000 people
are in partial compliance with the Laws of the House, and about 10,000 are in full compliance... excepting the
formal Oath of Obedience. Still, as sympathisers and supporters of House concerns, they are granted some
recognition and may be assisted in various minor ways. Finally, there are a bit over a thousand Full Members –
“blood and soul” – of the family, before the arrival of the immigrants.
As part of the condition for the payment of their migration, the Solomani immigrants have taken the lifetime oaths
required, for their descendants to become members of the House. This nearly doubles the Full Members of the
family, doubling their strength, but also instantly divides the House into Old Imperial and New Solomani groups.
Merging them together into a unified whole is going to take some doing, including numerous ‘aggressively
encouraged’ marriages… and at least two generations will have to be spent on this.
Who’s Who
Now, a selection of characters to use, as is or as models and inspiration.
A visual guide: Note that as a rule of thumb, the nobles and knights of the Popagroup convoy prefer fine robes and
high-tech capes embroidered with Imperial and family symbols as formal wear, and as daily wear the semi-official
family uniform of khaki-hued slacks and pullovers, matched with black turtlenecks. For the ship’s crew, this is an
actual uniform, with real specs; the family leadership and their aides wear modified versions to reflect their status.
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To avoid setting off the Solomani, Vilani-style dress and the uniforms of the Imperial services are avoided.
Most of the leadership of the Solomani migrants, wear finely tailored business suits in the popular two-tone highly
symmetrical Solomani style (as opposed to the asymmetrical Vilani forms). As usual, men prefer darker blacks,
113
blues and greys, while women enjoy a much greater latitude of hues and shades. Clothing cut in the prestigious
‘Solomani Party’ style – mainly jackets with double-collars, and shirts, pants, and dresses accented with finely114
patterned prints - has been left behind by the migrants. “That’s part of the past, not the future.”
First, the Imperials. All the NPCs detailed below are blood members of House Popa, and bear the name.

Oren Diawi’shah Albu Popa, Esq.
Imperial Procurator; Elder of Clan Albu, House Popa
“Present in Spirit”
UPP 4975F8, Age 50, Mixed Vilani
Homeworld: Arkunen/Nuzuu/Verge, hex 3006, C689864-8
Skills: Admin - 3, Legal - 2, Commo - 2, Liaison - 2, Perception - 1, Vacc Suit - 1, Ship Tactics - 1, Grav Belt - 1,
Robot Ops - 1, Pilot - 1, History - 1, Linguistics - 1, Persuasion - 1, Leadership - 1, Astronomy - 1, Grav Vehicle - 0,
Computer - 0, Survival - 0, Wheeled Vehicle - 0, Energy Weapon - 0, Laser Weapon - 0
115

Languages: Anglic, Rim Anglic

Visual: With a sharp face and thin, bony body, the learned Imperial Squire looks likes the withered survivor of a
mass starvation incident. The Imperial robes of his office hang loosely from his frame when worn, but most PCs will
see him in a better-fitting familial jumpsuit, in the clan colours & patterns of a Lesser Archon.
Opening theme: “Sea of Blue”. Joe Hisaishi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWBSJ3xrpIE
Summary: A respected Imperial Prosecutor in the Nuzuu subsector courts, Oren is unable to personally lead the
flotilla he put together: but it’s organization, goals, and personnel broadly reflects his influence and vision.
History: Oren graduated from university, majoring in astronomy. Soon after, his Imperial service began in the
Imperial Navy, rising to Lieutenant as an Admiral’s Aide and attending Staff College. After his Navy years, he began
a successful career in Imperial Law, focusing primarily on military and state secrets and certain interesting
jurisdictional questions regarding Noble authority, the remit of the various Imperial Services, Imperial Civil Service
administrative authority, and the Iridium Throne. Most recently, conflicts between Imperial Law and the various
Imperial Secret Services has created a snarl that is taking ages to unwind properly…
(Following) “That business with the Scouts, the On Tiari Corporation, and the Immav Ael Giants of Salat/Verge
took a good long time to resolve: but when it was done, even the Giants were satisfied. It’s important for every
Imperial Citizen, even the poorest, to know that the Iridium Throne hears all who demand Imperial Justice: not
just the corporations, not just the Nobility, not just the most powerful races with the loudest voices.”
This graphic is titled “After Attack” © Igor Tovstogan.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/after-attack-684825932

113

The Party prefers to accent masculinity and femininity, both as a subtle prod to have more children, and to
more sharply contrast Real Humans with the more sexually egalitarian Vilani.
114
See the gentleman in MegaTraveller’s Rebellion Sourcebook, page 69, for what I’m shooting at.
115
This is the official Anglic Dialect of the Solomani Confederation, and is commonly spoken within the
Imperial Solomani Rim sector as well. It’s distinct and widespread enough to be treated separately from the
Anglic of the Third Imperium. All Imperials NPCs in this adventure speak Standard Imperial Anglic.
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Goals: While many Solomani-descended Imperial Nobles in Nuzuu and Vipach subsectors like to build unique,
domed biomes as positional goods, Oren has decided on a more old-fashioned route. As a Clan Elder, Oren has
been spending all of his free time and money guiding the design of artistic, vocational, scientific, literary, historical,
116
and religious curricula that will get across his views of life, work, time, family, and destiny. “I don’t want to leave
behind a garden as my legacy, but the seeds of a new civilization – a civilization guided by Popa hands!”
As part of his plans, he – along with certain other supportive family tycoons and elders – has promoted the
immigration of a new wave of Popa relatives. In part, this really is to shore up family numbers and demographics…
but also, this new blood will be trained up to carry Oren’s vision, long after he himself has died.
Closing theme: “Wszystko co kocham”, Daniel Bloom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vULk2G8S2Pg
Squire Oren is not actually part of the convoy: “Adventuring across the cosmos is a young man’s game.”
However, the convoy is more his baby than anyone else’s.
The Squire is quite respected within the Imperial Administration of Verge Sector, and can be called upon to pull
Imperial and financial strings if needed. However, the farther you are from Verge, the weaker the pull: and it takes
time (weeks at least, and quite likely months) to send a message at Jump-4 (via x-boat) to where the PCs are
located. And with PCs on the move, it’s always possible to miss the message.

116

For sake of simplicity, this can be seen as a fusion of Romanian culture (ancient ties to the Roman &
Byzantine peoples), a strong tradition of folklore (pre-industrial Romanian, and Long Night folklore from
Nuzuu and Vipach subsectors), ties to Orthodox Christianity (including the support of Constanța Orthodox
monasteries, seminaries, cathedrals, churches, and shrines) and a love of meaty dishes (especially pork), and a
vital form of folk music. There is also an ancient tradition of skilled programmers (and hackers). As part of the
Solomani people, genetics, biology and the other life sciences are encouraged, with a House focus on Terran
and Xeno-biochemistry. As Imperial loyalists, there is a low-profile but steady interest in easing tensions
between the Solomani and other Imperial minor human races: this includes the maintenance of libraries and
small academic study groups in the field.
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Baron Dănuț Diawi’shah Albu Popa
The Young Noble
“A Handsome Face”
UPP AA965C, Age 26, Mixed Vilani
Homeworld: Kapakoo/Nuzuu/Verge, hex 3006, B564594-B
Skills: Vacc Suit - 2, Grav Vehicle - 1, Long Blade - 1, History - 1, Survival - 1, Wheeled Vehicle - 1, Sling - 1,
117
Combat Rifleman - 1, Electronics - 1, Instruction - 1, Handgun - 0, Computer - 0, Energy Weapon - 0
Languages: Anglic
Visual: Like his uncle, Baron Dănuț has a lean face and body, also light-skinned as reflects his Romanian descent,
although he is visibly stronger, tougher, younger and healthier than the Imperial Squire. When possible, he wears
118
the robes of a serving Imperial Noble , accented with both Imperial and House Popa symbols. When it just isn’t
practical to do so, he dons upper class, bespoke Traveller wear instead.
Opening theme: “Sonatine I (Act of Violence)”, Joe Hisaishi, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSLlX4czsZA
History: Groomed for leadership since he was young, Dănuț was tapped by the family to join the team in organizing
the exodus, and eventually was chosen to be the on-the-spot leader of the Popagroup convoy. Thanks to family
119
horse-trading in Imperial politics, Dănuț was recently raised to a Rank Baron post, Baron of Kapakoo, but actual
administrative duties are being handled by his sister until his return.
120

While Dănuț is secretly taking anagathics – legal in the Imperium, but against family law & tradition – he is
young enough so that there is no visible difference between his actual and visual age. His anagathics stash is very
expensive, and well-hidden.
Problems: Admired and respected in his family, a young hotshot rocketing to the top, Baron Dănuț hides the stress
and the strain of living up to family expectations fairly well, but is already addicted to various calming drugs. While
he exudes confidence and charisma, Dănuț privately struggles to keep up with the heavy responsibility that has
been placed on his shoulders, and can be over-cautious or over-aggressive at times.
Goals: He has various conflicting goals: to be respected by all, to avoid all possibility of failure, to be seen as a
leader, to relax and enjoy life, to have great wealth and power, to be free of all responsibility. Right now, he is
trying to be what his family had trained him to be, hiding his own personal desires and dreams. A successful
conclusion to the adventure is just a step – if a major one – to his final goal: to be Archon of the family, and
reshape everything to satisfy his own comfort and ease.
But until that fine day dawns, the Baron has five billion credits worth of starships (plus cargo!) and 1047 lives to
protect, including his own…
Closing theme: “Darkness”, Joe Hisaishi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQgegqm56ew
117

FYI: “Combat Rifleman” includes the skills for the Advanced Combat Rifle, Assault Rifle, Carbine, Gauss Rifle,
and plain old Rifle.
118
th
I’m sticking with MegaTraveller elegant Noble imagery, and ignoring GURPS’ hilarious “18 century British
Naval Officer” Noble garb.
119
In Traveller Nobility, Honour Nobles have no real responsibilities (but are celebrities), Rank Nobles have
serious and often inheritable duties and fiefs, and High Nobles are the top 1% of the aristocracy.
120
When the ruling Noble simply doesn’t die, the eager younger heirs may well decide to help things along.
Most families don’t want the drama (which can quickly get real bloody and very expensive), so either ban it
outright or tightly restrict its use.
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You’d be surprised, how many sophonts love to hunt.
This graphic is titled “Hunter” © Igor Tovstogan.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/before-the-start-662567199

‘Captain’ Ion Cornea Popa
Personal Aide to Baron Dănuț
“The Hidden Knife”
UPP 3C77C9, Age 38, Mixed Vilani
Homeworld: Nemeet/Vipach/Gushemege, hex 0237, D4307CB-8
Skills: Streetwise - 2, Handgun - 2, Computer - 2, Disguise - 2, Forgery - 2, Jack-o-Trades - 1, Electronics - 1,
Medical - 1, Heavy Weapons - 1, Intrusion - 1, Carousing - 1, Liaison - 1, Bribery - 1, Combat Rifleman - 1,
Wheeled Vehicle - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0
Languages: Anglic. Boning up on Rim Anglic, so he can sound like a Solomani Confederation native at need.

121

Tools & Aids: Traveller’s Aid Society
Visual: Sharing the thin, lean, light-hued look of most members of the family, Captain Ion is on the weak side as
Travellers go, but extremely agile. Off-duty, he presents a genteel and upper-class manner, and likes to dress in the
ornate style of the prestigious wealthy cultures in the Old Expanses instead of the typical household uniform. On122
duty, you probably won’t recognise him – not his face, not his accent, not his body language.
Opening theme: “Night at the Opera”, David Arnold, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsbXFm_NaSI
Summary: A well-dressed family agent, his military experience, familiarity with the darker side of life, good social
engineering skills, and natural amorality has made Captain Ion the natural go-to man when extralegal activity and
various skulduggery is required.

121

He’s actually pretty good already: but I’ll let the Referee decide if there are any ‘fatal giveaways’ at the
critical moment, like a certain hand gesture in the Inglorious Bastards film.
122
Interestingly, the hard, instinctually cunning, and ruthless actions of the secret agent on-duty is a lot more
honest to who he really is, than his urbane and gentlemanly manner off-duty, supposedly ‘without the mask’.
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History: The official history is nice and clean: four terms in a high-pop planetary army, a stint as a broker for a
family concern, some public heroism and fifteen minutes of fame (earning him membership in the Traveller’s Aid
Society), and miscellaneous work as a rep in various family concerns. The unofficial history is, err, distasteful, but
quite effective in rescuing ugly situations, setting up scams and illusions, and the occasional disposal of threats to
House Popa. “When things go bad, the Captain knows what to do… and he’ll do it, too.”
Goal: Do whatever needs to be done to get the Popagroup safely home, and enjoy the promised rewards of a nice
apartment and a comfortable sinecure on the family-dominated world of Kapakoo. On the mission, he’s focused on
survival as a covert Imperial Household Agent, deep in Solomani territory, absolutely crawling with Solomani
123
Security... and certainly brining aboard some SolSec eyes and knives as ‘refugees’, too.
Not a single thought has been put on what to do after getting the payoff: the action-oriented man doesn’t have
the temperament to live the ‘settled minor gentry’ life he aspires to, at least not for long…
Closing theme: “To the Roof”, John Powell, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3VPvp4O8xE

Crin Macovescu Popa
Business Agent for the Popagroup convoy
“A Wheelin’ and a Dealin’”
UPP 689A35, Age 25, Mixed Vilani
Homeworld: Lekhana/Nuzuu/Verge, hex 3101, C556754-6
Skills: Liaison - 2, Legal - 1, Admin - 1, Trader - 1, Ships Boat - 1, Small Boat - 1, Jack-o-Trades - 1, Gambling - 1,
Song - 1, Dance - 1, Swimming - 1, Broker - 0, Handgun - 0, Vacc Suit - 0, Wheeled Vehicle - 0, Computer - 0
Languages: Anglic, Trokh (Aslan language)
124

Visual: Noticeably plumper and softer than most of the family – but otherwise , with stronger Vilani features
than most Popa family members, in height (the Vilani average for men is 1.7 meters) and finer facial bone structure
(complete with the big eyes and long, narrow nose). The natural 32-hour sleep rhythm the Vilani are biologically
tuned to also shapes Crin’s activities. Suitable for his ample presence, Crin prefers more flowing, colourful and
easy-to-wear versions of the unofficial family uniform, with a bit of extra bling.
Opening theme: “Tank”, The Seatbelts, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2rVnRwW0h8
Summary: “Want to make a deal?” Sure, Crin is definitely interested in bigger profits: but barely less important
than the fat payoff is the energy and happiness he gets when talking to new people, figuring out new angles,
enjoying new experiences. Unlike Baron Dănuț and Captain Ion, Crin actually loves to travel, and is thrilled to meet
125
the unexpected. Joining the Popagroup convoy isn’t merely a means to an end for him: “I was born for this!”
History: Crin was schooled on his father’s Free Trader Unified Polygons, giving a useful hand in running the ship
and handling business since the age of 11. When his father died of a planetary plague, the 15-year old boy handily

123

“The situation isn’t quite as bad as a covert Imperial agent in the Zhodani Consulate, so that’s something.”
The Vilani typically have a strong muscle tone (due to the high gravity of their homeworld, Vland), unlike
the soft and plushy Crin.
125
Whether the purebred Solomani will be as pleased to meet the obviously mixed-race trader as he would be
to meet them is doubtful, at least at first. Still, there is something infectious and joyful about the man: Crin’s
openness and bonhomie just might change a few hearts…
124
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took over running the ship, with the supportive ship’s crew both accepting his leadership and teaching him to be a
126
real skipper and trader.
When he made a great deal with an Aslan trading convoy, earing his big score at 17, a Popa interstellar trading
house roped him in as a senior broker and trader, and Crin paid off the ship, leaving his old First Mate as the new
captain of the Free Trader. While he hasn’t won another huge payoff, he’s still young, and is being sent on the
Popagroup to get more experience and to truly prove himself as a dealmaker. Crin is confident that he’s up to the
challenge, and plans to enjoy every minute of it too!
Closing theme: “See You Space Cowboy”, The Seatbelts, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4lNGz-2TaQ

Just outside of the Imperial Starport, Lekhana/Nuzuu/Verge, 1097 Imperial. It’s not that the TL 6 locals can’t
upgrade their technology: they have enough credits from supplying the Imperial starport to do that (and a good
deal more!) It’s just that they are perfectly happy with their current lifestyle, and see no reason to change.
This graphic is titled “High Tech, High Life” © Anton Kurbatov.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/High-Tech-High-Life-709381331

Petre Lascăr Popa
Pilot
“The Young Man Who Loves to Fly”
UPP B68996, Age 22, Mixed Vilani
Homeworld: Kapakoo/Nuzuu/Verge, hex 3006, B564594-B
Skills: Grav Vehicle - 2, Pilot - 2, Streetwise – 1, Linguistics - 1, Farming - 1, Computer - 0, Handgun - 0, Vacc Suit - 0,
Languages: Anglic, Trokh (Aslan language)
Visual: Strong, stout and sturdy, a bit more ruddy than most of his family, Petre doesn’t look like the stereotypical
pilot: but he delivers the goods. He dresses in a functional, simple manner, in the usual ship’s overalls (in family
colours), and gets along well with his teammates. His friendly and easy style hides a strong, practical, intelligent
mind. Full of common sense and good instincts, it’s hard to slip one past him, and he is really fast on the pick-up.
126

It was a weird kind of setup socially and relationship-wise, but it worked. Crin is now far more successful
than he was then, but a big part of his heart and soul is still on the Unified Polygons. When he can, he likes to
catch up with his old crew… and he still has his ship’s shares.
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Opening theme: “High Delivery”, Steven Cravis, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYQ9DNJ8NdM
History: Drafted as a Scout, he survived the experience rather well, without physical or mental injury, and picked
up an intense love of flying (and the Aslan language) while in the service. In return, he was something of a rock of
stability for his crew, being the unofficial team leader and covering for the rather flighty and unstable official Scout
Leader. Word got around on his sterling qualities, and Petre was snatched up at the last minute by the recruiters of
127
the Popagroup mere days after being discharged by the Imperial Interstellar Scout Service.

As the Solomani Confederation is adamant about Solomani supremacy,
most non-human nomadic fleets, wandering flotillas, and city-ships prefer to operate in Imperial space.
This graphic is titled “The Gathering” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/The-Gathering-482737534

127

House Popa had a hand in pushing up his discharge date a bit, so they could hire Petre on before leaving for
the Solomani Confederation. “Good talent is worth pulling a few strings for.”
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